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1. Introduction

In this paper I explore the syntax and pragmatics of Finnish ditransitive verbs. My analysis suggests that Finnish ditransitive constructions, which permit both the direct object-indirect object (DO-IO) order and IO-DO order, in fact have DO-IO as their underlying order. This claim is supported by evidence from binding, scope asymmetries and pragmatic word order constraints. In section 1, I discuss some of the previous research on ditransitives, and I lay out the basic morphology and word order possibilities of the Finnish ditransitive structure. In section 2, I present binding data for Finnish ditransitives and show how they provide support for underlying DO-IO order. In section 3, the scope asymmetry between the two orders is analyzed and its implications are considered. Section 4 discusses the nature of the pragmatic factors which constrain argument ordering in Finnish ditransitives and how these constraints provide further evidence that DO-IO is the underlying order. Section 5 is the conclusion.

1.1 Ditransitive verbs

Before considering the behavior of Finnish ditransitives1, it will be useful to briefly review some of the existing research in this area. Ditransitive verbs have been the focus of much linguistic research. Bars and Lasnik (1986) were the first to discuss a number of asymmetries between the two objects in English double-object constructions such as (1). They present evidence from a number of sources, including anaphor binding, quantifier-variable binding and weak
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1 I use the term ‘ditransitive’ in this paper to refer to Finnish verbs with two arguments. I chose this term instead of ‘double-object’ or ‘double complement/to-dative’ in order to be as neutral as possible.
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crossover, which suggests that the first object (indirect object) asymmetrically c-
commands the second (direct) object. Bars and Lasnik note that this
observation, when combined with the assumption that binding asymmetries are
a consequence of symmetric c-command, poses problems for the structures that
have traditionally been assigned to double objects constructions.

1. a. Paul sent Amanda a letter. (double object)
   b. Paul sent a letter to Amanda. (to-dative)

On the basis of data given by Bars and Lasnik as well as other examples,
Larson (1988) argues that English ditransitive verbs have an underlying to-
dative structure (DO-IO), and that the double object structure (IO-DO) is
derived via a ‘Dative Shift’ operation. This approach enables Larson to
maintain the generalization that binding domains rely on asymmetric c-
command. However, Jackendoff (1990) presents arguments which suggest that
the to-dative and the double object constructions may have two different
underlying structures. This suggests that Larson’s claim that the double object
structure is derived from the to-dative may be faulty.

Crosslinguistic work in this area has also often led to conflicting
claims. For example, Hoji (1985) suggests that IO-DO is the basic order for
Japanese and DO-IO is due to scrambling of the direct object to a higher
position. In contrast, Miyagawa (1997) argues that in Japanese, IO-DO and
DO-IO are both base-generated. For German, Müller (1992) argues that IO-DO
is the basic order, and Beyer and Kernflit (1994) also assume this. In contrast,
den Dikken (1992) argues that German is underlyingly DO-IO, and that the
indirect object is actually a zero-headed dative PP (den Dikken 1992:205). He
claims that the IO-DO order in German is a result of the zero-headed PP
scrambling over the direct object (den Dikken 1992:213). Müller and Sternewald
(1994) similarly assume that in German, direct objects underlingly c-command
indirect objects. In brief, there does not appear to be any straightforward
crosslinguistic generalization that could be applied to ditransitive verbs.

1.2 Finnish ditransitive construction

In this section I present a brief overview of the morphology and the word order
possibilities of the Finnish ditransitive construction. Finnish has canonical
subject-verb-object (SVO) order, but other word orders are also grammatical in
the appropriate contexts (Vilkuna 1995). Finnish has no definite or indefinite
article, and it has often been noted in the literature that Finnish uses word order
to encode things such as definiteness, which are encoded by articles in other
languages.

In ditransitive structures, both the IO-DO and DO-IO orders are
possible (ex. (2) and (3)). The direct object (the theme) bears accusative case
marking and the indirect object (the goal) is marked for allative case.2
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(2) Minä annoin miehelle kirjan. [IO-DO]
I-NOM gave man-ALL book-ACC.
‘I gave a/the man a/the book.’

(3) Minä annoin kirjan miehelle. [DO-IO]
I-NOM gave book-ACC man-ALL
‘I gave a/the book to a/the man.’

2 Finnish has no dative case, and the allative case, which marks the indirect object,
expresses movement ‘towards a surface’ or ‘to someone’ ” (Karlsson 1987:108).

2. Binding

In this section, we will analyze reciprocal binding data for Finnish ditransitive
verbs, and I will suggest that the asymmetries we encounter are best explained
by assuming an underlying DO-IO order.

2.1 Reciprocal binding

The examples below show that in the DO-IO order, the DO can bind a
reciprocal anaphor in the IO, and that in the IO-DO order, when the IO binds a
reciprocal anaphor in the DO, the sentence becomes more marked, but it is still
grammatical.3

(4) DO-IO
Minä esitelin Liisan ja Marin toisilleen.
I-NOM introduced Liisa-ACC and Mari-ACC each-other-ALL-Px3
‘I introduced Liisa and Mari to each other.’

(5) IO-DO
Minä esitelin Liisalle ja Marielle toisensa.
I-NOM introduced Liisa-ACC and Mari-ALL each-other-ACC-Px3.
‘I introduced to Liisa and Mari each other.’

Let us turn now to the cases without surface c-command. Interestingly, in the
IO-DO order, the DO can bind a reciprocal anaphor in the IO, as shown in (6)
below. However, in the DO-IO order, the IO cannot bind a reciprocal anaphor in
the DO (ex. (7)).

(6) IO-DO
Minä esitelin toisilleen Liisan ja Marin.
I-NOM introduced each-other-ALL-Px3 Liisa-ACC and Mari-ACC.
‘I introduced to each other Liisa and Mari.’

3 This raises the question, what about reflexive pronouns? Unfortunately, I was unable to
find speakers who find examples along the lines of ‘I showed Peter himself in the
mirror’ felicitous, and thus I leave this question for future research.
4 Px3 stands for ‘third person possessive suffix.’ Finnish has a system of possessive
suffixes which are part of the morphology of reciprocals and reflexives, and also used to
show possession in contexts such as ‘John read his book.’ (For more information, see
Nelson 1998, inter alia)
(7) DO\_wip\_IO
* Minä esitelin toisensa Liisalle ja Mariille.
I-NOM introduced each-other-ACC-Px3 Liisa-ALL and Mari-ALL
'I introduced each other to Liisa and Mari.'

A possible way of capturing this binding asymmetry is to posit that DO-IO is the underlying order, and that in sentences with IO-DO order, such as (6), the indirect object has scrambled over the direct object as shown below in (8). As this movement can create new binding relations (ex. (5)), it patterns like A-movement. In ex. (5), the scrambled IO c-commands and binds a reciprocal pronoun in the DO.

```
(8)  IO  DO  t
     \  scramble
```

Now, to account for the grammaticality of ex. (6), where the DO can bind a reciprocal anaphor in the IO despite the surface order being IO-DO, we could posit that the IO can reconstruct below the DO (or that a copy of it is located there).\(^5\) In this respect, the movement patterns like A-bar movement. This co-occurrence of A and A-bar properties is typical of scrambling (see Takano 1998 on Japanese, for example). Ex. (7), with DO-IO order, is ungrammatical because no scrambling has occurred and the only copy of the antecedent IO does not c-command the reciprocal DO.

Moreover, it is important to note that the binding facts illustrated in (4) through (7) cannot be as elegantly captured under the assumption that IO-DO is the underlying order or the assumption that both orders are base-generated. Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that IO-DO is the base-generated order. The following wrong predictions would arise. First, we would expect a sentence such as (5), where the IO binds the DO in IO-DO order, to be perfectly grammatical – and at least as grammatical, if not more so, than (4), where the DO binds the IO in DO-IO order. This, however, is not the case. Second, it would not be clear how to account for the contrast between (6) and (7) without introducing additional stipulations concerning the interaction of binding and scrambling. The ungrammatical sentence (7), with DO\_wip\_IO order, would be predicted to be acceptable, assuming that the DO is able to reconstruct to its original position. And the acceptable sequence IO\_wip\_DO in (6), which would involve base-generation and no scrambling, would not be able to license the reciprocal by reconstructing it under its intended antecedent, thus wrongly predicting ungrammaticality.

Treating both orders as base-generated also fails to offer a satisfactorily explanation of the data. If both orders are base-generated, we would not expect (5) to be more marked than (4), nor would we expect to see the contrast between (6) and (7). Both pairs should be equally grammatical or ungrammatical. In sum, given the reciprocal binding asymmetries, DO-IO is the most likely underlying order.\(^6\)

3. Scope interaction

Now, having considered the binding facts, let us take a look at the scopal behavior of Finnish ditransitives, to see whether the scope facts support the tentative hypothesis formulated above that the underlying order is DO-IO. We will first consider the basic scopal behavior of transitve verbs, and then move on to ditransitives.

3.1 Transitive verbs

In this section I present the scope facts for transitive verbs. In Finnish, sentences with canonical SVO word order and two quantifiers (as in (9)) can be scopally ambiguous. This type of sentence, in English, is interpreted as evidence that Quantifier Raising (QR) has occurred. I will assume this for Finnish as well. (To rule out other possibilities, including interaction of Quantifier Lowering (QL) with A-movement, see Johnson and Tomioka 1997). Further evidence for the existence of QR in Finnish is provided by the inverse linking example in (10).

(9)
Joku tyttö näki jokaisen pojan.
Some-NOM girl-NOM saw every-ACC boy-ACC
'Some girl saw every boy.'
[Ambiguous \(\forall \exists > \forall\) and \(\forall > \exists\)]

---

\(^5\) Takano (1998), citing Kitagawa (1994) and Pesetsky (1995), notes that English behaves in the opposite way:

(a) I showed each other's mothers the babies. IO-DO is ungrammatical
(b) I showed each other's babies to the mothers. DO-IO is marginal, almost grammatical.

Kitagawa (1994) concludes that IO-DO is the underlying order, and cases like (b) involve reconstruction of the DO to a position below the IO. Applying the same logic, we can suggest that Finnish is DO-IO underlyingly.

---

\(^6\) Another way of testing binding relations in ditransitive structures is by means of variable binding. In Finnish, however, variable binding patterns differently from reciprocals in that it simply requires surface c-command relations to hold between the QuNP and the bound variable (at least when an overt possessive pronoun is used). In other words, when the binder does not precede the bound in overt syntax, the sentence is ungrammatical. A possible reason for the differences between reciprocals and variable binding could be the nature of the Finnish possessive system. In Finnish, possession is encoded by a system of possessive pronouns and possessive suffixes (Px's). The interactions between these two elements, combined with the fact that Finnish tends to disprefer cataphoric pronouns in general (Hakulinen and Karlsson 1988:317) may be part of the reason for the difference in the behavior of variable binding and reciprocals. Further research is needed in this area.
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Now let us turn to the scope facts of ditransitive verbs. The IO-DO and DO-IO orders display scopal asymmetries. In the DO-IO order, both surface and inverse scope are possible (11), but the IO-DO order seems to permit only the surface scope reading (12).

(11) DO-IO\textsubscript{y}
Pekka antoi jonkun kirjan jokaiselle tytölle.
Pekka-NOM gave some-ACC book-ACC every-ALL girl-ALL
'Pekka gave some book to every girl.'
[Ambiguous: \(\exists x > y\) and \(\forall y > x\)]

(12) IO\textsubscript{y}-DO\textsubscript{y}
Pekka antoi jollekin tytölle jokaisen kirjan.
Pekka-NOM gave some-ALL girl-ALL every-ACC book-ACC
'Pekka gave some girl every book.'
[Unambiguous: \(\exists y > x\) and \(\forall y > x\)]

3.3 Explaining the asymmetry

In this section I explore the three logical possibilities for the structure of ditransitive verbs. I will first discuss the degree to which the DO-IO underlying structure – which I am arguing in favor of – can account for the scope data, and then I will discuss the other two possibilities (IO-DO as the underlying order or two base-generated orders) and present some of the reasons why they are unlikely to be the correct solutions for Finnish.

3.3.1. Possibility 1: Base-generated DO-IO

Under this account, to explain why DO-IO is scopally ambiguous, we can appeal to QR to raise the indirect object above the direct object (as shown in (13a) below).

3.3.2. Possibility 2: Base-generated order IO-DO

One might try to account for the Finnish scope data by assuming that IO-DO is the underlying order, as has been suggested for Japanese (Hoji 1985) and German (Müller 1992).

7 The trees provided are intended to be nothing more than schematic representations of the dominance relations between the two arguments. I am not making any claims about where exactly in the tree (spec or complement positions) the objects are located.
8 I will refer to the alternation between IO-DO and DO-IO as scrambling ‘inside the VP,’ to distinguish it from scrambling of IO or DO over the verb or over the subject – even though it may actually involve scrambling to some VP-external functional projection (cf. Takano 1998).
Under this account, in order to account for the scopal ambiguities that arise with the DO-IO order (more accurately, DO-IO-1), we need to assume that QuNPs's scrambled 'inside the VP' can undergo Scope Reconstruction (by QL in the sense of May 1985 or by Copy Theory in Chomsky 1995), as an alternative to being interpreted in their surface positions. More specifically, in the DO-IO order, it must be possible to interpret the direct object in a position below the indirect object, in order to generate inverse scope.

However, since the (purportedly) base-generated IO-DO order is unambiguous in Finnish and we assume that Finnish has QR (as shown in (9) and (10)), QR must be subject to some restrictions to ensure that the direct object cannot covertly raise above the indirect object. It is not clear how this could be done without resorting to ad hoc stipulations. One might try to formulate some Economy-type constraint that would limit the distance that a quantifier can raise. However, such an approach would be stipulative and also would not correspond to the way we usually think of Economy. According to Fox (1995, 1999), for example, Economy can be violated when the violation makes another interpretation possible (i.e., where it has semantic consequences). Thus even if we formulate an Economy constraint to limit QR, we would still expect QR to be able to violate Economy if the violation makes another scopal interpretation possible – which, in this case, it would. We can thus conclude that if we treat IO-DO as the base-generated order and DO-IO as derived, the scope facts cannot be explained without additional stipulations.

3.3.3 Possibility 3: Both orders are base-generated

The third possibility is that both IO-DO and DO-IO are base-generated. However, if this is the case, it is not clear why the two orders should show any scopal differences. We would presumably have to claim that if DO-IO is base-generated and ambiguous, then QR is taking place. However, if IO-DO is base-generated and unambiguous, there must be no QR. A possible way out of this quandary is offered by Bruening (1999).

3.3.3.1. Bruening 1999 on Scope Freezing

A possible way of capturing the scope asymmetry under the assumption that both orders are base-generated is presented in Bruening (1999). Bruening assumes that double object constructions and to-datives have different underlying structures, and derives the 'frozen scope' of double object constructions by positing that QR is subject to Economy and hence to SHORTEST (Richards 1997:113). According to his analysis, in double object constructions, both quantifiers can undergo QR, but because of the syntactic structure he assigns to double objects, and because of the constraint SHORTEST, the quantifiers are not re-ordered relative to each other (see Bruening 1999 for details).

At first glance, this approach appears promising, as it provides a principled means of accounting for the lack of inverse scope in English sentences with IO-DO order. Could we also use it to account for the frozen scope in Finnish sentences with IO-DO order? The answer is not so clear. Bruening's argument relies on the underlying order for scopally-frozen ditransitive structures being IO-DO. If we extend his analysis of English to Finnish, we would predict that for phenomena such as reciprocal binding, IO-DO order should be perfectly grammatical. However, as we saw in section 2.1, this does not appear to be the case: Native speakers prefer DO-IO order (ex. (4)), and often judge IO-DO order as marked (ex. (5)). Moreover, as we will see in section 4, the pragmatically most unmarked order for Finnish seems to be DO-IO, which is unexpected if IO-DO is the basic order.

Thus, it should be noted that while Bruening's analysis is not impossible for the Finnish scope facts (and should be kept in mind as a possible account of the data), it does not receive independent support from other aspects of the language. My claim that DO-IO order is underlying is, however, supported by other aspects of Finnish, such as reciprocal binding and pragmatic word order factors.

3.4 Summary

In sum, all three possibilities have some problems with the scope data, but Possibility 1 (base-generated DO-IO) seems to be the best candidate at this point. This conclusion is supported by the reciprocal binding data discussed earlier and, as we will see in section 4, it receives additional support from pragmatic word order patterns.

4. Pragmatic considerations

In this section, we will examine some of the pragmatic and semantic characteristics of the two possible orders in the Finnish ditransitive construction. I will present evidence regarding the interaction of word order and information

---

9 It is worth noting that the reason this approach works well for Japanese is because Japanese does not have QR, but still shows the same scope asymmetry that Finnish does (illustrated in ex. (11) and (12)). Thus, it can be argued that in Japanese, the only way to obtain inverse scope is by reconstruction – i.e. sentences which allow inverse scope (such as DO-IO order) must involve scrambling.

10 Unless, of course, the basic structure for reciprocal binding involves DO-IO and the basic structure for unambiguous scope is IO-DO. It is not clear why this should be the case.
status which can be captured more elegantly by positing underlying DO-IO order than underlying IO-DO order or two base-generated orders.

4.1 Basics of word order in ditransitives

In Finnish, varying the order of the postverbal arguments in a ditransitive structure affects not only the scope readings, but also the pragmatic interpretation. Sentence (15b), with IO-DO order, is an appropriate answer to a question such as (15a) which asks for the direct object and treats the indirect object as ‘known information’. In contrast, sentence (15d), with DO-IO order, is an appropriate answer to question (15c), which asks for the indirect object and treats the direct object as ‘known.’ The opposite pairing is judged infelicitous.

(15a)
Miä sinä annit miehelle?
What-ACC you-NOM gave man-ALL?
‘What did you give to the man?’

(15b) IO-DO
Minä annoin miehelle kirjan.
I-NOM gave man-ALL book-ACC.
‘I gave the man a book.’

(15c)
Kenelle sinä annoit kirjan?
Who-ALL you-NOM gave book-ACC?
‘Whom did you give the book?’

(15d) DO-IO
Minä annoin kirjan miehelle.
I-NOM gave book-ACC man-ALL.
‘I gave the book to the man.’

Similar phenomena are attested in other languages as well. For example, consider the following Israeli Hebrew data (from Givón 1984:172). In (16), where the question asks for the indirect object, sentence (b), with DO-IO order, is an appropriate answer. In contrast, in example (17), where the question asks for the direct object, sentence (b), with IO-DO order, is an appropriate answer.

(16)
(a) Context: To whom did he give the book?
(b) Reply: hu natin et-ha-séfer la-ishi
he gave ACC-the-book to-the-woman
‘He gave the book to the woman.’

(17)
(a) Context: What did he give to the woman?
(b) Reply: hu natin la et-ha-séfer
he gave to her ACC-the-book
‘He gave her the book.’

In sum, it seems that, in Finnish (and Israeli Hebrew), if one of the arguments is old, known information, and the other one is new information, the old one occurs first and the new one later. However, what happens when both of the arguments are old, or both are new? What order do they occur in?

Vilkuna (1989) suggests that “If two adjacent phrases A and B are equal in information status (both old or both new), their mutual order reflects their syntactically unmarked order” (Vilkuna 1989:66). This observation is supported by the ordering facts for subjects and objects in Finnish, as illustrated in Table 1 (see Chesterton 1991).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject-new</th>
<th>object-new</th>
<th>subject-old</th>
<th>object-old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVO</td>
<td></td>
<td>SVO</td>
<td>SVO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When a subject and an object have the same information status (both old or both new), they tend to occur in the order SVO. Moreover, if the subject is old information and the object is new information, the order is again SVO. The only time when OVS order is more felicitous than SVO order is when the subject is new and the object is old information.

It follows from Vilkuna’s suggestion that when the two postverbal arguments of a ditransitive verb have the same information status, their ordering will reflect the base-generated order. If DO-IO is the base-generated order, as I have suggested above, then we expect two arguments of equal information status to occur most felicitously in the order DO-IO. Alternatively, if IO-DO is the basic order, arguments with the same information status should reflect this order. If both orders can be base-generated, then presumably both DO-IO and DO-IO orders are possible when the two postverbal arguments have the same information status. In the next section we will take a closer look at the pragmatic word order patterns of Finnish ditransitives.

4.2 A closer look at the pragmatics of word order

In this section we will look at the interactions between word order and information status in the Finnish ditransitive. Table 2 below summarizes the findings. As the table shows, the default order when both arguments have the same information status tends to be DO-IO. The DO-IO order also occurs when

---

11 In this paper, I assume that an entity which is ‘old information’ is discourse-old, i.e. it has already been mentioned in the discourse (Prince 1992). ‘New information’ is information that has not yet been mentioned in the current discourse. I am using this ‘relativized’ notion of information status because Finnish permits proper names to occur in either order (IO-DO or DO-IO). This shows that information that is known to the hearer but has not been mentioned in the particular discourse at hand counts as new information.
the DO is old information and the IO is new information. Crucially, the only time when IO-DO order is more felicitous than DO-IO order is when the IO is old and the DO is new.\textsuperscript{12,13}

Table 2: Information status and word order in ditransitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IO-new</th>
<th>IO-old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DO-new</td>
<td>DO-IO</td>
<td>IO-DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO-old</td>
<td>DO-IO</td>
<td>DO-IO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To explain these data, one could hypothesize that IO-DO order is generated from underlying DO-IO order by scrambling old indirect objects to a higher ‘old information’ position. Old DO’s presumably also move to this higher position, but this movement is string-vacuous. When there are two old elements, the closest one moves to the landing site, in accordance with locality. This means that if both DO and IO are equally old, DO will scramble (result: DO-IO order).\textsuperscript{14} But if only one of them is old, then only that one moves up. So the only time we will get IO-DO order is if the IO is old when the DO is new.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{12} It may be the case that the relative information status of two entities plays a role as well. In other words, an entity which was just mentioned in the preceding sentence may well be treated as more saliently ‘older’ than an entity that was mentioned five sentences ago – even though both are, strictly speaking, discourse-old. A corpus study should be done to explore this further. Should it turn out that relative information status matters, then we could simply change the two preceding sentences to read: “DO-IO order occurs when the DO is older than the IO, and IO-DO order occurs when the IO is older than the DO.”

\textsuperscript{13} For reasons of space, I am unfortunately unable to include the actual sentences that motivate Table 2 (see Kaiser 2000 for more details). Only sentences with normal intonation and prosody were considered. Also, it is important to note that the data given in the table are based merely on intuitions and are not intended as the last word on the matter. A rigorous corpus study needs to be conducted in order to assess the validity of the ordering patterns being proposed here.

\textsuperscript{14} Alternatively, it could be the case that if both DO and IO are old, both scramble. One might hypothesize that this movement pattern like multiple wh-movement: An element that moves later is ‘tucked in’ below the one that moved first (see Richards 1997).

\textsuperscript{15} See Vilkuna (1989) for a slightly different take on the pragmatics of Finnish ditransitives.

Alternatively, to explain the data, one might claim that DO-IO order is derived from underlying IO-DO order by scrambling old arguments to a higher position. However, this approach soon runs into a snag: What about a sentence where DO and IO have the same information status? For example, consider the case where both DO and IO are old information. Such a sentence only permits the DO-IO order, but this is not predicted if the basic order is IO-DO. If anything, an old IO seems to be structurally closer to the ‘old info landing site’ than an old DO, and thus we might (incorrectly) expect the order to be IO-DO. Moreover, if both DO and IO are new information, we might expect them to stay in their base-generated positions, creating IO-DO order. This, however, is not the case: When both arguments are new, DO-IO order is most felicitous. Thus, it seems that positing the underlying order to be DO-IO, and not IO-DO, offers a more elegant way of capturing the pragmatic word order tendencies.

If both orders are base-generated, it is not clear why DO-IO order should be more felicitous than IO-DO order when both arguments have the same information status. In other words, it is not clear how to capture the word order asymmetries if both orders are base-generated.

4.3 Information status and scope

Having considered the pragmatic patterns of Finnish ditransitives, we found additional evidence for DO-IO being the underlying order. Let us now return to the scope facts and reconsider them in light of the pragmatic findings. In the preceding sections I have suggested that the IO-DO order differs crucially from DO-IO order because in the former, the indirect object is interpreted as being discourse-old and the direct object as discourse-new, whereas in the latter, both objects can have the same information status, or the DO can be discourse-old and the IO discourse-new. Let us now consider the implications of ‘discourse status’ for scopal interpretation.

In section 3, we saw that while DO-IO order is scopally ambiguous in Finnish, IO-DO order is unambiguous and only permits surface scope. It is
interesting to note that, pragmatically, IO-DO is the only order that requires one of the arguments to be discourse-old: the indirect object must be old information in the IO-DO order. In the DO-IO order, it is possible for both arguments to be new information. One might thus reason as follows: In IO-DO order, an indirect object such as to some girl in (19) must be interpreted as old information. In other words, it is assumed that — in some sense — the speaker means some particular girl. This, in turn, means that a distributed (inverse) scopal interpretation is impossible: it is not possible to distribute over a particular individual.

(19) IO-DO
Pekka antoi jollekin tytölle jokaisen kirjan.
Pekka-NOM gave some-ALL girl-ALL every-ACC book-ACC
Pekka gave some girl every book.
→ Unambiguous: ∃ v > v and *v > ∃

A similar kind of analysis has been put forth by Brandt (1999), who argues that in English double-object constructions (IO-DO order), “the IO receives a definite (existence and ‘uniqueness’ presupposition) interpretation” (Brandt 1999:17), which he uses to explain why IO-DO order is scopally unambiguous: “If we can show that in fact the IO is interpreted as ‘definite’ in the [double object construction], the scope mystery dissolves. Clearly, if there is just one individual referent available for a particular expression, even if this expression found itself in the scope of some distributive quantifier at some level of representation, we would not see the effect” (Brandt 1999:18).

I would like to suggest that perhaps something very similar is occurring in Finnish structures with IO-DO order, and that this is why inverse scope is not possible in these sentences. This idea, however, requires further research, because a lot of questions are still left unanswered: What exactly is ‘definiteness’? Is it really the case that all indirect objects which can occur in the IO-DO order are ‘definite’ (under some definition of ‘definiteness’)? These questions are outside the scope of this paper and I leave them as issues for future research.

5. Conclusions

In this paper I provide an analysis of some syntactic and pragmatic aspects of the Finnish ditransitive construction. On the basis of reciprocal binding and scope asymmetries, as well as pragmatic word order patterns, I suggest that the Finnish ditransitive construction, which permits both IO-DO and DO-IO orders, has DO-IO as its underlying order. In addition, I discuss a possible way of deriving the scope asymmetry between the two orders from the pragmatic differences between them.
Definiteness and the Structure of Noun Phrase in Japanese*

Tomomi Kakegawa
Michigan State University

1. Introduction

It is commonly assumed that noun phrases in a language without articles like Japanese are ambiguous between definite/indefinite readings. However, this is not so in the case of noun phrases associated with a numeral classifier. This is exemplified in (1)–(2).

(1) a. John-ga [hon-o san-satu] katta
   -Nom [book-Acc 3-CI] bought
   ‘John bought three books.’

   b. John-ga [hon san-satu-o] katta
   -Nom [book 3-CI-Acc] bought
   ‘John bought the three books.’

(2) a. herikoputaa-ni [puropera-ga ip-pon] aru
   helicopter-Dat [propeller-Nom 1-CI] exist
   ‘A helicopter has one propeller.’

   b. ?*herikoputaa-ni [puropera ip-pon-ga] aru
   helicopter-Dat [propeller 1-CI-Nom] exist

In (1a) hon-o san-satu ‘book-Acc 3-CI’ has an indefinite reading, while hon san-o ‘book 3-CI-Acc’ in (1b) gives a definite reading (Takano 1984; Downing 1993, 1996; Ishii 1997; Sasaki Alam 1997). It is generally true that the expression of the form [N+Case-marker+Numeral Classifier] (the Case-medial form) gives an indefinite reading and the order [N+CL+Case] (the Case-final form) is associated with a definite reading. In fact, as shown in (2), the Case-final form in a existential construction shows a definiteness effect. That is, while (2a) is good, (2b) with the Case-final form is deviant for an integral-part reading. In the recent syntactic literature, however, Kitahara (1993) treats these phrases

* I am deeply indebted to Alan Munn and Cristina Schmitt for many hours of discussion, insightful suggestions/advice, and invaluable encouragement. Also I would like to thank Barbara Abbott and Mutsuko Endo Hudson for their helpful comments and questions, and my Japanese colleagues for lending me their native intuition. All errors are my own.
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